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Mathematicalformulae

Compound interest

Mensuration

Trigonometry

Statistics

rotal amount = {,. #)'

Curved Surface area of a cane: twl

Surface area of a sphere : 41tr2

Volume of a cone : !*'h
3

Volume of a sphere : |*t

Area of triang le ABC : I ab sin C
2

Arc length: r0 , where d is in radians

Sector area: !r'0, where d is in radians
2

abc
sinA sinB sinC

a2 =b' +cz *2bccosA
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Write the following numbers in order of size, starting with the largest.
22.*;, -tr,-3.142, -3.3

BP-716

tllAnswer:
largest smallest

2 Bob's test marks for six of his tests are listed below.

The median mark is 26.
The mean mark is 27.

Giventhat a <b,findthevalues of aand,b.

b3322a24 26

Answer: a:

l2l

3 n is a positive integer.

Show that (2n+l)'z -Qn-3)2 is a multiple of 8 for all integer values of n

Answer
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l4I

4 simpliry (ri)'

f One solution ofthe equation 5x2 - px+40=0 is x =2.

Find

(a) the value ofp,

(b) the second possible value of.r.
Answer: (a) p: tl]

Answer: (b) x: . . .. tll

6 When it is 1100 in Singapore, the time in Dubai is 0700.

A flight from Singapore departs at 1510 and anives at Dubai at 1825. Given that the

distance from Singapore to Dubai is 5840 km, find the average speed of the plane in

kilometres per hour.

km/h l2l
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7

t5l

Write down the sets represented by the following shaded regions.

(a) F\

(b) F:

Answer: (a)

Answer: ft)

t1l

t1l
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Figure 1: Bar graph showing the number of Coronavirus Cases in United States
(Source: NBC NEWS)

(a) State one misleading feature about the presentation of the data in Figure I

(b)

No. of new Coronavirus cases confirmed

Figure 2: Bar graph showing the number of new coronavirus cases in Singapore
everydaY

(Source: Channel News Asia)

After studying the trend in Figure 2, Sam claims that the total mrmber of

Coronavirus cases in Singapore will decrease in April.

Do you agree with Sam? Explain yow answer.

lll
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9

17l

To purchase a washing machine, Jamie had to pay a deposit of lSYo of the cash price.

The hire-purchase price of the washing machine is $2106 which comprises of the deposit
plus 12 equal monthlypayments of $153.

Find the cash price of the washing machine.

Answer:$ 13l

7.4cm

55.3".

10

C

A

9 crn

In the diagram, A, B and C are points on a circle.

AB:9 cm,AC:"I.4 cm and angle ABC: 55.3".

Explain why AB is not the diameter of the circle.

Answer'.

B
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11

t8l

In the diagram, A, B, C, D andE are points on a circle.

AC is a diameter of the circle and AE isparallelta BD.

F is the point of intersection of AC and BD.

Given that angle ABD :58' and angle ACB: 30o, find
(a) angle DBC,

(b) angle AED,

(c) angle ADE.

Answer: (a)

Answer: (b)

Answer; (c)

" [1]

tll

"[l]

MATHEMATICS Pl

Partnerl n Learn in g Xffl{PdP
c0?ttfrn
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t2

I9I

(a) 5 men take 9 days to build a house. How many days would 3 men take to build
the house?

Answer; (a) days tll
(b) The volume of water, fzm3, flowing through a cylindrical pipe is directly

proportional to the square of its cross-sectional radius, R m. If the radius of the
pipe is increased by 750o/o, find the percentage increase of the volume.

Answer'. (b) % l2l

MATHEMATICS Pl

Partnerl n Learning XSt{Pdp
c6?tstfi1
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t3

[10]

The test results of 40 students from Class A and40 students from Class B were recorded.

The results are shown in the stem-and-leaf diagram.

Classl Class B

988753 0 3445
887',| 554410 I 335688889

77665311 2 2?,44566788
997443100 3 0011223ss9

9987765 4 12244s9
Key (Class,4)
Ll2means2l

(a) Write down the median result of Class B.

Key (Ctass.B)

I [3 means 13

Answer: (a)

(b) Make one comment comparing the test results of Class A artd Class .8.

Answer: (b)

tll

l2l
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14 (a) Express 1176 as the product of its prime factors.

BP -724

t1lAnswer; (a) ..

O) Two integers, written as product of their prime factors, are

2P x3x7q and,

22 x3'x72 .

The highest common factor of these two integers is 12 and the lowest cofilmon

multiple of these two integers is I 176. Find the values of p, q and r.

Answer: (b) p:
qt:

15 Factorise completely

(a) 27azb-48b3,

(b) 28dy-ay-7d+1.

An"rwer: (a) tzl
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112l

t6 Rearrange the formula , =roff to make ft the subject.

Answer: .... t4l

17 The points (-1, 4), (2, -5) and (0, -3) lie on the curve given by the equation

! = axz +bx+c. Use an algebraic method to find the values of a, b and c.

Answer: a: .......

Ovt rxE FIRST PRESIDENT scHool
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[13]

The diagram shows an incomplete n-sided regular polygon ABCDE, a square and a

pentagon. The polygons fit together at C. Find the value of n.
la

C

D

E

Answeri n:

BP -726

t4l

t9 The ratio of the surface areas of two geomekically similar pyramids is 64 : 121.

(a) Find the ratio of the volume of the smaller pyramid to the volume of the larger
pyramid.

Answer: (a) ... . : .... 12)

(b) Given that the volume of the smaller pyramid is 921.6 cm3, find the volume of
the larger pyramid.

cm3 lzl

@vt rxe FrRsr PRESIDENT scHooL
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2A

114l

ACDE is a trapezium. B is a paint on AC such that BC : DC : 8 cm, angle BCD: 68o

andAE:9.05 cm.

E

9.05 crn 8cm

B C

(a) Show that the height of trapezium ACDE is7.4l7 cm, correct to 3 decimal places.

Answer

(b) Explain why AE is not parallelto BD.

Answer: (b)

(c) Given that the area of ACDE is 111 cm2, find the area of ABDE.

.....cm2 121

D

A

l2l

12)
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2t

I15I

ABCD is a rectangle. Points P, Q, R and,l lie on AB, BC, CD and DA respectively such
that AP: Crt and QC * SA.

P

D

(a) Giving reasons clearly,

(r) show that PB: RD,

Answer (a)(i)

(ii) show that triangle PBQ is congruent to tiangle RDS.

Answer (a)(i,

(b) Given that angle BPQ:20o and atgle APR: 105o, find angle PrtS.

B

a

C.E

,{

s

tll

tzl
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22

[16]

A, B and C are three points on a horizontal field. A is220 m due west of B.

Xis a point on BC such that BX : 7 0 m, CX : l0A m and AX : 1 75 m.

'Ir

220 m

r

ni!

C

(a) Calculate the bearing of C from B.

Answer: (a)

(b) Calculate the shortest distance fromXto AB.

A

ff

t3l

175 m

PartnerlnLeaming
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23

117l

The diagram shows a major segment of circle ABC withcentre O.

C

Answer

(b) Hence, find the perimeter of the major segmentl-BC.

AB

(a) Given that AB :24 cmand angle OAC is 4ru6ruo,show that the length of the
9

arc BC: 16.8 cm, correct to 3 significant figures.

l2l

... cm t3l

-----------l-
o
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t18I

The graph of y : x' -3x - 4 is drawn on the grid.

(a) Write down the equation of the line of symmety of the curve.

Answer: (a)

(b) Use the graph to solve the equation x' -3x-l=0 .

Answer: (b) x: ...

I ll

i
I

\ ti

1

x

,
\

..

.\ J

J

I

-*

j :J
I

l

:
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,
I

!

.. or.......

tll

l2l

IContinued
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[1e]

(c) The point P has coordinates (-1,-l) .

A tangent to the curve can be drawn so that the tangent passes through P.

(l) Draw this tangent on the grid above.

(ii) Find the equation of this tangent.

Answer: (c)(il . tzl

tll

End ofPaper
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Mathematical Formulae

Compound interest

Mensuration

Trigonometry

Statistics

Curved surface area of a cone: nrl

Surface area ofa sphere : 4rrz

Volume of a cone : lor'h
3

Volume of a sphere : lor'

Area of trian gleABC : labsinC
2

Arc length * r0 ,where d is in radians

Sector *" :!r'0.where O isinradians
2

abc

-:
sinl sinB sinC

a2 =bz +cz -zbccosA

Zfx
Lf

Total amount:

Mean:

Standard deviation:

PartnerlnLearning

"(,
r+-

100 )

'Zfx' (>n\
zf -t r/.1

2
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Answer all the questions.

(a) Write as a single fraction in its simplest form

(il ut*(-g\'.
\'' qt (. q )'

(ir)

(b) Simpliff

t2
l-3y y+2

Answer

Awwer

l2l

l2l

.... t3l

9 -25x2ffi4'

PartnerlnLearning
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t3l

(c) Solve the equation + = 2x-7
x+1

2 (a) In2019, Bob earned a total of $45 600.
The percentage increase in his income from 2018 to 2019 is 3.5%.
Calculate his monthly income in 2018, to the nearest dollar.

Answer$...

(b) A bank offers a savings account with a compound interest rate of 2.2o/o per annum.

Bob invests $7000 in his account. Calculate the total amount of interest he earns after

5 years. Give your answer correct to the nearest cent.

Answer $

PartnerlnLeamirP o P

121

tzl
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(c) The exchange rate between Singapore dollars and Macau Pataca (MOP$) is $1 : MOP$5.55.
The exchange rate between Hong Kong dollars (HK$) and Singapore dollars is HK$1 : $0.19.

Bob is planning a trip to Hong Kong and Macau.
He finds these hotel prices on a website.

Hong Kong Hotel

Macau Hotel

HK$82s

MOP$825

(l) By comparing the exchange rates, explain which hotel costs lower per night.
Show your workings clearly.

Answer

The hotel costs lower per night. l2l

(ii) Bob books 4 nights in the Hong Kong hotel and 2 nights in the Macau hotel.
He pays using his credit card. The credit card company converts the prices to Singapore
dollars and charges a fee of l{/o for the currency conversion.

Given that the total amount Bob pays for the two hotels, including the credit card fee, is
$940, find the value of k

Answer ....t41

Pa rt n SHHLEBAI[n&ffift hn6x]
@vt rnE FIRST pREstDENT scHooL
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tll

3 PQRis a triangle. The coordinates of P and Q are (0, 5) and (1, D respectively.
The equation of the line Pft is 5y -2x:25 .

(a) Given the coordinates of .R are {k, k + 2), show that t: 5.

Answer

(b) Find the equation of PQ

Answer ......t11

(c) Find the length of diagonal prR.

Answer ...... units [2]

(d) Calculate angle PQR.

(e) Calculate the area of hiangle Ppfi.

units2 [3]

@vr rre FTRST PRESIDENT scHooL PartnerlnLeaming
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The first four terms in a sequence of numbers are given below.

Tt=22*5=9
Tz= 42 +3 = 19

Tt = 62 +l =37

T+:82-1=63

(a) Find Is.

Answer

(b) Explain why the value of I, must be odd for all values of n.

(c) Show that the nthtermof the sequence, I,, is given by 4nz -2n+7 .

Answer

(d) TrandTwt are consecutive terms in the sequence.
Find and simplifu an expression, in terms of k, for T*+r - T*.

Answer

(e) Explain why two consecutive terms of the sequence cannot have a difference of 6.

BP-739

trl

.....tlI

t3l

t3l

tll

P a rtn UATIL'BAI[!fi'4"'^
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5 An enrichment centre offers music and dance lessons at basic (B) and advanced (A) levels.
Each student has a 8-week block of lessons, with one lesson per week.

The matrix L shows the number of students attending the lessons each week.

-8-

PartnerlnLeaming
740

BP -7 40

t1l

tll

l2l

BA
(es 76\MusicL: I I

[43 38/Dance

(a) Evaluate the matrix P: 8L.

Answer

(b) The fee for each basic lesson is $45 and the fee for each advanced lesson is $65.
Represent these fees in a 2 x I column matrix F.

Answer

(c) Evaluate the matrix Q: PF.

Answer

(d) State what the elements of Q represent.

t1l

@vr rue FlRsr PRESIDENT scHooL PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION 2O2O
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I3l

(e) The enrichment centre increased the fees by L0%. As a result, the number of students

attending basic level and advanced level lessons reduced by 12.5% and 6.25% respecfively.

Using appropriate matrix multiplication, determine if the enrichment centre has made a profit
or a loss in a 8-week block of lessons after the increase in fees.

Answer

The enrichment centre made a

increase in fees.
in a 8-week block of lessons after the

6 Yan and Zac run a small business that sells hand-painted omaments

(a) Yan takes x minutes to paint one ornament.
Write an expression, in terms ofx, for the number of omaments she paints in one hour.

Answer

(b) Zac takes 6 minutes less than Yan to paint one ornament.
Write an expression, in terms ofx, for the number of omaments he paints in one hour

ea rtn 8f lTlEBAlltf,rfl E 

"

t1l

.... ..... tll
@vr rxe FIRST PRESTDENT scHool
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t3l

t3l

(c) One day, Yan and Zac eachwork for 6 hours.
Altogether, they paint atotal of 27 omaments.
Write down an equation, in terms of x, to represent this information, and show that
it reduces to

3x2 -98x+240:0.
Answer

(d) Solve the equation 3x2 *98x + 240 : O .

Answer x: ........ or

(e) (i) Explain why one of the solutions in part (d) must be rejected.

(ii) Hence, find the number of ornamentsZacpaints in one hour.

t1l

l2l

@v rxe FIRST PRESTDENT scHool
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A

C

The diagram shows a circle that passes through the points A, B and C, with its centre at O

AC isthe diameter of the circle. CD is a tangent that meets AB producedat D.

(a) Show that triangles ACD and CBD are similar.
Give a reason for each statement you make.

O) The ratio of the area of triangle CBD: area of triangle ACD is 1 : 4.

Show that arigle CAD is 30" .

Answer

(c) Given that the radius of tbe circle is 5 cm, calculate the shaded area.

t3l

Lzl

cmz141

@vr rxe FIRST PRESTDENT scHool
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H

15

C

A 8 B

In the diagram, ABCDEFGH is a cuboid with dimensions 8 cm by 6 cm by 15 cm.
Zis the centre of the rectangular base.

(a) Show that EY:15.8 cm, correct to 3 significant figures.

Answer

O) Calculate angle ACE.

BP -7 44

121

t4l

6
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(c) A pyramid EDAC is cut out from the cuboid.

E

A 8 B

(i) Find the total surface area of the pyramid.

Answer .. . ... .

(ii) Another pyramid is to be made with volume half of pyramid EDAC.

Given that the two pyramids are geometrically similar, find the vertical height of the

smallerpyramid.

cm2131

PartnerlnLearning@vr rHe FTRST PRESIDENT scHool
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(a) 50 students from School P took part in a Mathematics competition.
The cumulative frequency flrrve below shows the distribution of the marks they scored.

10

0

ldarks $cffsd

(i) Complete the grouped frequency table of the marks scored by the students.

(ii) Calculate an estimate of the mean mark.

Answer

50

40

30
htJ
{,
s
t

t4t
atp
*l

()

805040

(iii) Calculate an estimate ofthe standard deviation.

tll

.........t11

... tll
PartnerlnLearning

Marks (x) 40<x<50 50<x<60 60<x<70 70(x<80 80 <.r < 90

Frequency 4 15

@vr rxp FTRST PRESTDENT scHooL
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Answer

(v) Another group of 50 students from school Qtaokpart in the same competition and had

the same interquartile range of marks as School P. However, half of the students from

School p scored at least 68 marks.

Describe how the cumulative frequency curve for School Q may differ from the curve

for School P.

(b) This table shows information about a group of students.

Wears
spectacles

Does not wear
spectacles

Lower Secondary J 9

Upper Secondary 7 5

(i) One of the students is selected at random.
Find, as a fraction in its lowest terms, the probability that the student
(a) is in upper secondary,

Answer

@) does not wear spectacles

Answer

(ii) Two of the students are selected at random'
Find, as a fraction in its lowest terms, the probability that
(a) both students are in lower secondary,

Answer

O) at least one of them wears spectacles.

BP -7 47

t1l

t1l

t1l

t1l

l2l

.....t21
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(iv) The minimum mark for a student to be awarded a certificate of merit is 65.

Find the number of students who were awarded a certificate of merit.
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10 Kate is designing open cylindrical gift boxes with base radius x cm.
She uses rectangular pieces of cardboard of length 20 cm and a variable width.

20 cm

She cuts the net ofthe gift boxes out from each piece ofcardboard.
By changing the base radius of the cylinders, she can change the volume of the gift boxes.

(a) Work out the volume of a gift box of base radius 2 cm.

Answer ...... ...... cm3 ;21

(b) Show, in terms of x, the volume of the gift boxes she makes is given by 2rx2 (10- x) .

Answer

t1l

(c) Explainwhy 0<x<10

ttl
(d) Kate paints the extemal curved surface area of the gift boxes with acrylic paint.

with one bottle of acrylic paint, Kate can paint up to 0.6 m2 of cardboard.
At the same time, she wants the volume of the each gift box to be at least 600 cm3.

By drawing a suitable graph, work out the maximum number of gift boxes she canpaintwith
one bottle of acrylic paint.

Use the grid on page 17 and answer space on page 18. t7)
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Answer for Question I 0 (d)

End of Paper
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Qns Worked solution Marking
Scheme

1 -n = -3.14t592

-22 =4.142857
7

-3.3 =-3.33333..

22

-3.3

smallest

-7t ,

largest

-3.142,
7 B1

2 Arrange the 4 known numbers first.

22 24 26 33

Since the median mark is 26,the average of the 3'd and 4ft number

is 26. So one of the unknown numbers must be 26.

Since the mean mark is27,the total of the 6 numbers is

27 x6=162 .

Hence, the last number is
162 - 22' 24 - 26 - 26 - 33 = 3l

Since a <b, a=26 and b=31

Bl - for frnding
value of a.

Bl - for finding
value of b.

3 Method 1: Using special product

(2n+l)z -(2n-3)2
= l(2n + r) + (2n - 3)ll(2n + t) - (2n - 3)l

=l4n-2ll4l
=16n-B
=8(2n-l)

Method 2: Directly expanding

(Zn+l)z -(2n-3)'z
= (4n2 + 4n + l) - (4nz -l2n + 9)

=4nz +4n+l-4n2 +l2n-9
=16n-B
=8(2n-l)

Hence, for all integer values of n, (Zn+l)z -(2n-3)2 is a multiple

of8

M1

A1

M1

A1
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4 (+\
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2

(yu)l
22

27s 11se11

4
v
,F

MI

A1

s(a) Substitnte x=2 into 5x2-px+40=A
5(2)'z- p(2)+40=0
2P =60

P =30 B1

s(b) 5xz -30x+40 = 0

x2-6x+8=0
(x-2)(x-4)=Q
x-2=0 or x*4:0
x=2 or x=4

The second possible value of x is 4. B1
6 Singapore is 4 hours ahead of Dubai.

When the flight arrives in Dubai, the time in Singapore is2225
t5t0 ) 2225

This means the flight time is 7hr lsmin.
584Atut

Averase soeed = 

-

^ 7.2sh

=8061:mlh (to 3 s.f.)

Ml - for finding
flight time

A1

7(a\ A'aB BI
7(b) (Aw B)' or A'nB' B1

8(a) The horizontal axis showing the dates have unequal intervals. For
example, it is 1 month apart between the first bar and the second
bar. But it is 7 days apart between the second bar and the third bar.

OR

The last bar states "Today" and it is unclear which day that is

OR any other reasonable answers.

B1
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8(b) No, I do not agree with Sam. The data presents the number of new
coronavirus cases confirmed on a daily basis. It does not report the
total number of coronavirus cases in Singapore.

OR

As we do not have the data for the whole of March, there is not
enough information to predict the total number of cases in April.

OR any other reasonable answers.

B1

9 Deposit = 2106 - (l?x 153) = $270
ts% + 8270
1% + $18
100% ) $1800
The cash price of the washing machine is $1800.

M1
MI

A1

10 By Sine rule,
sin/-ACB sin55.3"

9 7.4

sinLACB- 
9sin55'3"

7.4
IACB:89.2"

Since ZACB =89.2" * 90", angle ACB is not an angle in a
semicircle.,,{B is not the diameter of the circle.

M1

MI

A1

I 1(a) ZDBC: 90o - 58o = 32" (Zs in a semicircle) B1

11(b) ZAED:180"-58" =122" (Zs nopp. segment) B1

1 1(c) ZADF :30" (ls in the same segment)

ZADE = 180o - 30" -122": 28o (int Zs , AEIIDF) B1

12(a) 5men)9days
1 man ) 45 days

3 men ) 15 days B1

1 2b) Y = kR2, where t is a constant

LetY =( when R=R,then

,--Y,
L 

-""'=R,'

New^R:250%oof Rt

:2.5 4

r,=frp.s4)'

Vz:6'254

Percentage increase : V'-4 
xlXaYo

t\

M1
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-6'254-q xtooyo
v,

=525Yo

A1

13(a) Median is the average value of 20ft and 2l't student.

Median -26+27 :26.5
2

B1

130) Any of the comments
1. The mean of Class A is 25.6 which is lower than the mean

of class 8,29.275. On average, Class B's performance in
the test is better than Class A's.

2. The median of Class A is 25.5 which is lower than the
median of class B. On average, Class B's performance in
the test is better than Class A's.

Bl - for
comparing
mean/median
Bl - for making
the correct
conclusion on
class'
performance

u(a) 1176=23 x3x72 B1

I4O) 2P x3x7q
22 x3'x72

L2=22 x3
1176=23 x3x7z

By comparison,
p=3, r=l arrd q=0

Bl for each
correct value.

1s(a) 27azb-48b3

=3b(9a2 -rcb2)
=3b(3a+afiQa-4b)

M1

A1

1 5(b) 28dy -4y -7d +l
= 4y(7d -t)-(7d -r)
= (7d -\$y -t)

MI

AI
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t6 t=znw
h+g t

h

+g
2r

h t2

-=-
h 4r2

4i(h+ g)=ht'
4r2h+4n2g-htz

4t2h-ht2 -4n'g
h(4r2 -t')=4o'g
,. 4o'g
n:-" 

4n2 -t2

M1 - square both
sides

141 - simplified
fraction

M1

A1

17 C: -3
So, .Y =avz +bx*3

Using (-1,4), we have

4= a(-l)z +6(-l)-3
a:7 +b )

Using (2, -5), we have

-5=a(Z)z +b(2)-3
4a+2b = -2
2a+b=-l *----(2)

Substitute (l) into (2),
2(7 +b)+b =-l
14+3b = -I
3b = -15
b =-5
a =7 +(-5)=2
.'. a =2rb:-5,c =-3

BI

Ml - Substituting
points to find
both equations
(1) and (2)

Ml - anymethod
to solve
simultaneous
equations

A1

18 Method 1: Using ext. Z

one int. Zof pentagon - 180(:-2) 
= 108o

5

One int. lof polygon: 360"-90"-108o :162"

One ext. ./.of po|ygor.: 180o-162":18"

.n=360 =20
18

Method 2: Using int. Z

M1

M1

MI

A1
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one int. / of pentagon - 180(:-2) 
= 108o

5

One int. lof polygon: 360o-90"-108" :162"

l62n =180(n-2)
L62n=180n-360

18n = 360

n=20

M1

M1

M1

A1

l9(a) 4 _64
'4, l2l

L
l2

648
tzt 11

v. /s\' stzr 
-l- I --

Z -[rr) - rztr

Therefore, the ratio of their volumes is 5 12 : 133 1

M1

A1
1 eo) 912.6 512

Y2 1331

Vz=2372'4

Yz=2370cm3 (to 3 s.f.)

M1

A1
20(a)

sin 68o = 2
8

ft = 8sin68"
h=7.417 cm (SHOWN)

M1

A1

20(b)
sinIEAB -7'417

9.05

IEAB = 55.041o

^DBC_ 

190"_69" _ 56"
2

ZABD =180"-56o =124

ZEAB + lABD : 55 .041" + 124" = 179 .041"

Snce ZEAB + ZABD + 180", the property of interior angles not
fulfilled/satisfted. AE is not parallel to BD.

M1

A1

20(c)
Area of trian gle BCD: 1(SXgX.in68")

:'zg.aaggar*,
Area af ABDE : 1 1 I - 29.66988: 81.3cm2 (to 3 s.f.)

M1

A1

2t(a)
(i)

AB : CD (opp sides of rectangle)
AP: CR (glen)
PB:AB_AP

B1 - statements
shown
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:CD_CR
:RD

2t(a)
(ii)

PB: RD (from (ai))
BQ: DS (opp sides of rectaugle and AS : CQ Give$)
ZPBQ = ZRDS = 90" (angles in rectangle)

'.LPBQ=LRDS (SAS)

B1 - for correct
statements &
SAS stated
Bl - for correct
reasons

21(b) IDRS: IBPQ:20"
IPRD = l80o -105o = 7 5o (int Z s\

/.PRS=75o-20o=55o

B1

22(a) - 2202 +7oz -1752cos-8 =
2(220)(170)

B = 42.591o

Bearing of C from B : 360"- 42.591o -90"
=227.409"
=227.4" (to 1d.p.)

M1

M1

A1
22b)

sin42.59f =L
7A

d =70sin42.591"
:47.4m (to 3.s.f.)

M1

A1

23(a)
ZBOC =4 *4 = I ,o4 (sum of ext. z of triangle)999
Arc rength BC: n(+)

16r
=-

3

=16.755
= 16.8 cm (to 3.s.f.) [Shown]

M1

MI

A1
23b) Arc lengthLB : l2n

,or! =ry (angle from centre bisects chord)

AC =24cos2fr
9

AC =18.385

Perimeter of major segmentABC
: Arc length BC + ArclenglhAB + AC

: 16o *l2r +18.385
3

: 72.839 cm
:72.8 cm (to 3 s.f.)

MI

M1

Al (Accept
72.9cmfor
students who
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used 16.8 instead

^16n.oI 
-)3

24(a) Equation of the line of symmetry is x : I .5 B1
24(b) x'-3x-l:a

x'-3x-r-3=-3
x'-3x-4=1

Draw ! =-3

,i

t.) I I

l
,,,1,,,

J-

::I:ll

i
tl: 'ill ri i

I

When !=-3, x=-0.3 or x=3.3.

M1

AI
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2a@)
(i)

B1
Tangent must
pass through one
point on the
curve.

t

)
-,,,,,-- -..'"s "t'

2a@\
(ii) Grad.ient: -1-(4) 

= -3
-1-0

Equation of tangent is y = -3x*4

Ml - for finding
gradient of
tangent

A1
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1(aXD 27p

q' (+)'
=27 

P
1

q-

1

(
,I qt

-216p3

=--d26p

M1

A1

1(aXii) t2
l-3y y+2

_ y+2-2(r-3y)
(r-3y)(y +2)

7

(1-3y)(y +2)

M1

A1

1(b) 9-25x2
5x2 -L2x-9

(3+5x)(3-5.r)
(.r-3X5x+3)
3-5x
x-3

M2

A1

1(c) 5 
= 2x-7

x+1
5=(2x-7)(x+l)
2x2 -5x-12=o
(x-4)(2x+3) = 0

x=4 or x:-1.5

M1

M1

A1

2(a) Monthly income in 2018

-( 
qsoao 

*1oo)+12
[ 103.s )

=3671.497585

= $3671 (nearest dollar)

Ml - total income in 2018

A1

2(b) Amount of interest
( tt\s

=70001 l+-'- | -7000\ 100/

= $804.63

Ml - total amount in 5 yrs

A1
2(cXr) HK$l : $0.19

$l=HK$ I

0.19

= HK$5.2632
Since $1 can only get HK$5.26, by comparison with $l =
MOP$5.55, HK$ is stronger than MOP$.
Thus, Macau hotel costs lower per night.

Ml (or compare MOP$1 :
$0.18)

A1

BP-760
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2(c)(ii) Total cost without card fee

=(4x825x0.19)+

=$924.297

2x825, 1

5.s5

k _94A-924.297 xrcI
924.297

=1.70 (3 s.f.)

M2 - Total cost in SGD

M1

A1

3(a) Sub (fr, k+ 2),
5(k+2)-2k =25

3k =15

k=5

B1

3(b) 5-1
Gradient of PO -:-0-(-2)

_a

Since line passes through (0, 5), y-intercept is 5.

Equation of PQ: y:2x * 5
B1

3(c)
8R= 5 +2)' + (7 -t\'z

=JE
=9.22 units (3 s.f.)

MI

A1

3(d)
/PeR= ran-,(;)-*, (;)

=22.834"

=22.8" (1 d.p.)

Ntz
(Alternative: frnd, PQ and,

PR, then apply Cosine Rule)

A1

3(e) PQ=,[4'i;
=Jlo

Areaof LPQR=
I
2

8

rJzoXJssl sin22.834

units2

Alternative: Use "Shoe-lace" method from Add Math

M1

M1

A1

4(a) Ts=102 -3=97 81 - Award once 97 is seen.

4(b) The square number of an even number is always even. Hence,

adding/subhacting an odd number with/from an even number
will always result in an odd number.

81 - Award when the idea
of difference between odd
and even number is seen.

4(c) T,= (2n)z +[s -Z1n -9]
=4nz +5-2n+2

=4n2 -2n+7 (shown)

NN

A1

4(d) Tr u - To =lt1tc + t1' - z(k + t) + 7l- gk'z - 2k + 7)

= 4(k' + 2k +l) -2k -2 +7 * 4k2 + 2k -7
=8k+2

M1

M1

A1

4(e) Since & ) 1, then 8k +2>10
Hence the difference cannot be 6. B1
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s(a) (es zo\P=81 I(43 38)
(s+q 608)

:l I

[r++ 304)
B1

s(b)

"=[:;)

B1

5(c) (sq4 608\f4s\Q:ltu ,oo.J[urJ

_( s++1as1+ 608(65))

Ir++1+s; + 304(6s)./

/oaooo\_t I-ltsz+o)

M1

A1 (or 82)

s(d) The elements of Q represent the total amount the centre ea:ns

for music and dances lessons respectively over 8 weeks.
B1

s(e) ( o.at s" s++ 0.e375x608)f1. I x as)

[o.azs"sa+ o.e3zlxlo+J[t .lx6s)

_( uolns.s) + s7o(71.s))
- 

[sor1+ .s)+zls(lr.fl )
(e*n\

_tt-ltsztt )
By comparing the elements in this matrix with that in mahix Q,
the enrichment centre made a profit.

M1

M1

A1
6(a) 60

x

B1

6(b) 60

x-6
B1

6(c) .I60 60

-+-x x-6)=,,
0[oo(x - o; + 6ox] = 27 x(x - 6)

720x-2160=27x2 -162x

27xz -882x+2160=0
3xz -98x+240=0 (shown)

Ml- forrring correct
relationship
Ml - multiplying through
with denominator

A1

6(d) -(-e8) r -eq'z -4Q)Q4o)x
2(3)

s8tJ67U
6

=30 or 2?
3

Ml (or factorisation
method)

A2 Qlmustbe exact)

6(e)(i) Since Zac takes (x - 6) minutes to paint one om.ament, x) 6.

Thus. * *Z? ,'3
B1

6(e)(ii) Number of omaments

= ^^uo - =Z.S(exact)30-6 M1A1

BP -762-3-
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7(a) IADC = ICDB (common angle)

ZACD =90" Eadius l- to tangent)

Since ZABC =90 (Z in a semicircle),

thus ICBD =90 (Zs on a str. line)

:. ZACD= ZCBD:94"
:. LACD and LCBD are similar. (AA property)

M1

M1

A1

7(b) Areaof LCBD I
Areaof LACD

CB

4

1

AC 4

I
2

I
sin /.CAB =-

2

/.CAD = ZCAB

. -, I
= Sln '-

2

= 30"

B1

B1

7(c) ZCOB =2ZCAB (l atcentre:2ls at circumference)

= 60'

tan ZCAD =CD
AC

CD = l0tan30"
Shaded area

= j O ol (ro tan 30. 
) 
* # x r(5)2 - lrt'sin(l 

80' - 60.)

=4.95 cm'13 s.f.;

M1

M2

A1

8(a) t-

DV =!Je'+8'2'
=5 cm

EY =[* +*
=Jzso
= 15.811

= 15.8 cm (3 s.f.)

M1

A1

8(b) r^ ,EC =115" +g

=17

cosACE =coslVCE
172 +52 -250

2(t7)(s)

ACE=.or-'?
85

= 67.885

=67.9 (1 d.p.)

M1

M1

M1

A1 (Accept 67.8rf EY:
15.8 is used)

BP-763-4-
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8(c)(i) Total surface area of pyramid

= ] o rxul * ] orxtr * j t*ltur * j orx,ot,tn 67.885'

= 208 cmz (3 s.f,)

M2 (or M1 for at least 2
triangles found)
A1

8(cXii) Y*at I

Y,*"

hr at

4*"

2

h: 3l-,lz

h,.ott =1E,<rt

=11.9 cm (3 s.f.)

M1

A1

e(aXi)
Marks 60Sx<70 70<x<80 80<x<90

24 5 2 B1

9(aXii) Mean mark:62.2 B1

9(aXiii) Standard deviation:8.95 (3 s.f.) B1

9(aXiv) Number of students:50 - 34:16 B1

9(aXv) The curve for School Q wlll be on right of the curye for School
P, with an identical slope.

B1

eOXia) Total number of students :24

P(upper sec)
7+5 I
242

B1

eoxib)
P(does not wear spectacles)

9+5 7

24 12

B1

e(b)(iia) P(both are lower sec)

t2 lt
24 23

11

46

M1

A1

e(bxiib) P(at least one wears spectacles)
: I - P(both do not wear spectacles)

:1-( t4 13

-x-24 23

185

276

M1

A1

10(a) Volume of giftbox

= r(z)'(zo-q)
= 201 cm3 (3 s.f.)

Ml - for height of cylinder
:16
A1

10(b) Volume of giftbox

= n@)2(2A-2x)

=2nx2 (lo- x)

B1

10(c) Because volume of gift box > 0, thus x > 0 and 10 -.r > 0
Thus,0 <x < 10.

BI

BP -764-5-
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10(d) Plot Y =2rx' (10 -x), for 0 < x < 10.

When V= 600 cm3,.r :4 or 8.7.

To obtain the maximum number of gift boxes, area to be painted
should be as small as possible.

Curved surface area: 2n(20x-2xz)
Sub x :8.7, curved surface area : 142.13 cmz

Number of gift boxes

_ 0.6x100x100

t42.13

= 42.215
Hence, the maximum number she can paint is 42.

PzCI

ls.{t(2 solutions forx)

M1

M1

A1
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